In this paper, a kinematic model of a dual-arm/hand robotic system is derived, which allows the computation of the object position and orientation from the joint variables of each arm and each finger as well as from a suitable set of contact variables. On the basis of this model, a motion planner is designed, where the kinematic redundancy of the system is exploited to satisfy some secondary tasks aimed at ensuring grasp stability and manipulation dexterity without violating physical constraints. To this purpose, a prioritized task sequencing with smooth transitions between tasks is adopted. Afterwards, a controller is designed so as to execute the motion references provided by the planner and, at the same time, achieve a desired contact force exerted by each finger on the grasped object. To this end, a parallel position/force control is considered. A simulation case study has been developed by using the dynamic simulator GRASPIT!, which has been suitably adapted and redistributed.
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Introduction to the problem
Service robotic applications are increasingly relying on dual-arm/hand object manipulation with multi-fingered mechanical hands. This is a challenging scenario which has not been investigated as extensively as required.
In order to ensure grasp stability, the execution of grasping and manipulation tasks requires control of interaction forces and motion synchronization of arms and fingers.
An object manipulation task can be generally assigned in terms of the motion of the fingertips and/or in terms of the desired object motion. Thus, a motion planner has to map the desired task into the corresponding joint trajectories of the arms and the fingers, requiring the solution of an inverse kinematic problem. Then the controller has to ensure tracking of the planned trajectory.
Proposed solution
In this paper, a kinematic model for a dual-arm/hand robotic system is derived. Such a model allows the computation of the object pose (i.e., position and orientation) from the joint variables of each arm and finger that can be actuated (active joints) as well as from a set of unactuated contact variables (passive joints). On the basis of this model, a motion planning approach is devised where the kinematic redundancy of the system is exploited to fulfill a number of secondary tasks having lower priority with respect to the primary task (i.e., the motion of the manipulated object). The lower priority tasks are aimed at ensuring grasp stability and dexterity without violating physical constraints. To this aim, a prioritized task sequencing algorithm with smooth transitions between tasks is employed.
Moreover, a controller is designed to execute the motion references provided by the planner and, at the same time, maintain a desired contact force exerted by each finger on the grasped object. To this end, a parallel position/force control law is adopted. Stability of the control law is proven for a non-planar object surface.
The work described here extends the results given in Caccavale et al. 5 and Lippiello et al. 19 by considering all the details and proofs for the presented model and control. Moreover, the framework devoted to the sub-tasks switching is formalized and a new criterion for tasks' removal is introduced. A simulation case study is developed by using the dynamic simulator GRASPIT!, 23 which has been suitably adapted and redistributed.
Related work
In the literature several works dealing with the problem of object grasping and manipulation can be found. One of the first attempts trying to formalize grasp properties and the related control laws is reported in Murray et al. 26 Useful surveys focused on cooperative manipulators, contact modelling, multi-fingered robotic hands, and grasp properties. 4, 13, 22, 33 Different from what is proposed in this paper, a few works have considered exploitation of kinematic redundancy via a task-priority approach for object grasping and manipulation. 20 Instead, the task priority approach has been successfully applied to robotic manipulators 1, 16, 35 and visual servoing. 21 On the other hand, in the field of object manipulation via multi-fingered hands, the focus has been put on manipulability analysis 2, 32 and constrained kinematic control.
12, 25
Impedance control 38 is one of the most adopted control laws for robot manipulators in contact with the environment, and has been also employed in object manipulation with multi-fingered hands. An impedance control approach for an arm-hand system is presented in refs. [28, 44] , while in ref. [17] it is adopted to control the motion of the fingertips reaching the planned grasp points on the boundary of an unknown object. The passivity property of impedance-controlled systems is used in ref. [40] to design an Intrinsically Passive Control (IPC) that can be used both in free space (i.e., when the fingers approach the object) and for grasping (i.e., the fingers apply forces to the object). In detail, a virtual object is defined, which is connected to each finger, via a variable rest length spring, and to a virtual point, via another spring; all the springs are six-dimensional spatial springs. 3, 41 Further developments of IPC control for grasping can be found in refs. [42, 43, 45] . An impedance control scheme is adopted in ref. [36] as well, combined with an algorithm for grasp forces' optimization 18 that allows the execution of different phases of a manipulation task, including re-grasping.
However, as considered in this paper, the execution of object grasping or manipulation requires also controlling of interaction forces so as to ensure grasp stability. 29 To this end, an alternative to impedance control could be the adoption of a hybrid force/position control, especially if force and position are measured and the corresponding control actions are properly decoupled. The approach proposed in Nagai and Yoshikawa 27 starts with the consideration that the force on the fingers can be seen as the sum of two orthogonal components: the manipulation force, necessary to impose object motion, and the grasping force, necessary to fulfill friction cone constraints. An alternative approach based on feedback linearization is proposed in DasGupta and Hatwal. 9 A decentralized control law is proposed in Remond et al., 34 where each finger is independently controlled via a hybrid force/position control scheme. This approach is similar to the one presented in this paper, but the redundancy of the whole system is not addressed in the planning stage and fingers' elastic pads are not included. The latter are instead considered in refs. [10, 11] , where the problem of stable grasping and manipulation using finger pairs covered by a soft compressible layer material is studied. Instead, the controller developed in this paper is a parallel force/position control 6, 7 that can fall into the hybrid force/position category described above. The aim of such a controller is to achieve the reference position in the unconstrained directions and the reference forces in the constrained ones. This has been usually done by supposing planar surfaces: this limitation has been overcome in this paper.
Modelling

Kinematics of a dual-arm/hand system
Consider the dual-arm/hand manipulation system, schematically depicted in Fig. 1 , composed by a torso having 3-degree of freedom (DOF) and two 7-DOF manipulators. The direct kinematics of such a system can be computed as reported in ref. [38] .
Let b be the frame attached at the base of the torso and r and l be the frames attached at the base of the right and left arms respectively. Let rh and lh be the frames attached at the palms of the right and left hand respectively, and o rh and o lh their origins with respect to the base frame. Moreover, by assuming that each arm ends with an N-fingered robotic hand, it is useful to introduce frames rf i and lf i attached at the distal phalanx of finger i (i = 1, . . . , N) of right and left hands respectively. The pose of rf i with respect to the fixed base frame b can be thus expressed by the (4 × 4) homogeneous transformation matrix
where R rf i ∈ SO(3) is the rotation matrix denoting the orientation of rf i with respect to b , o rf i is the (3 × 1) position vector of the origin of rf i with respect to b , and 0 3 denotes the (3 × 1) null vector. Hence, the direct kinematics can be expressed as
where T r is the homogeneous transformation matrix expressing the pose of r with respect to b , T r rh is the homogeneous transformation matrix relating rh to r , and T rh rf i is the homogeneous transformation matrix relating rf i to rh . Note that these matrices depend on the torso joint vector, q t , the right arm joint vector, q rh , and the right hand fingers joint vector, q rf i respectively. The dimensions of such joint vectors depend on a particular setup. An equation similar to (2) holds for the left-hand fingers, with subscript l in place of subscript r.
Due to the branched structure of the manipulator, the kinematic equations of both the arms depend on the joint vector q t of the torso, thus they are not independent. Hereafter it is assumed that the torso is motionless, i.e., q t is constant; therefore, the kinematics of right and left hands can be considered separately. Hence, in the following, the superscripts r and l will be dropped and used explicitly only when it is strictly required.
In order to derive differential kinematics, it is useful to represent the velocity of the frame f i with respect to b by the (6 × 1) twist vector
T , whereȯ f i and ω f i denote the linear and angular velocity of the finger frame with respect to the fixed base frame respectively. It is worth noting thatṘ f i = S(ω f i )R f i , where S(·) is the skew-symmetric operator performing the vector product. 38 The differential kinematic equations relating the joint velocities to the velocity of frame f i can be thus written as
where
and J F i is the Jacobian of the arm, ending with finger i, in which J P i and J O i denote the Jacobian linear and rotational part respectively. The detailed expression of J F i in (3) is
where J h is the Jacobian that maps the joint velocity of the arm,q h , to the velocity of the frame h ,
is the rotation matrix denoting the orientation of h with respect to the fixed base frame, J
is the Jacobian that maps the joint velocity of the ith finger,q f i , to the velocity of the frame f i , expressed with respect to
where I α and O α denote the (α × α) identity and null matrix respectively. Therefore, the differential kinematic equations of the whole arm-hand system can be written in the form
T , and J is the Jacobian of the overall arm-hand system, whose detailed expression is
where O denotes a null matrix of proper dimensions.
Contact kinematics
Both the object and the robotic fingers are often smooth surfaces and, depending on the contact type, manipulation involves rolling and/or sliding of the fingertips on the object's surface. If the fingers and object shapes are completely known, the contact kinematics can be described by introducing contact coordinates defined on the basis of a suitable parametrization of contact surfaces. 24, 26 By assuming that the hand grasps a rigid object, it is useful to introduce a frame o , attached to the object, usually chosen with the origin in the object's center of mass. Let R o and o o denote, respectively, the rotation matrix and the position vector of the origin of o with respect to the base frame, and let υ o denote the object velocity twist vector.
It is assumed that the fingertips are sharp (i.e., they end with a point, denoted as tip point) and covered by an elastic pad. The elastic contact is then modelled by introducing a finger contact frame k i , attached to the elastic pad with the origin in the tip point o k i , and a spring-damper system connecting o k i with the origin of f i . This last frame is attached to the rigid part of the finger (Fig. 2 ) and has the same orientation of k i . The displacement between f i and k i due to elastic contact force can be computed as
where l i and 0 ≤ l i ≤ l i are the rest position and the compression of the spring, respectively, and n o is the unit vector representing the outward normal to the object's surface at the contact point, expressed with respect to o .
Furthermore, let c i be the contact frame attached to the object with the origin at the contact point, o c i . Note that instantaneously the object contact point, o c i , and the finger contact point, o k i , coincide. One of the axes of c i , e.g., the Z-axis, is assumed to be outward normal to the tangent plane to the object surface at the contact point.
The position of the contact point with respect to the object frame,
(ξ i ) on the surface of the object. By assuming that c o i is a diffeomorphism and the coordinate chart is orthogonal and right-handed, the contact frame c i can be thus chosen as a Gauss frame, 24 where the relative orientation expressed by the rotation matrix R o c i has the following expression: (ξ i (t)) denotes a curve on the object's surface parametrized by the time variable t. Hence, the corresponding motion of c i can be determined as a function of the object motion, the geometric parameters of the object, and the geometric features of the curve. Namely, the time derivative of equation
which provides the position of the object contact point in the base frame, yieldṡ
where the first two terms on the right-hand side specify the velocity contribution due to the object motion, while the last term represents the finger velocity relative to the object surface. On the other hand, for angular velocity, the following equality holds:
is the angular velocity of c i with respect to o and can be expressed as
where C(ξ i ) is a (3 × 2) matrix depending on the geometric parameters of the surface. 26 Matrix C is not necessarily full-rank (e.g., is null in the case of planar surfaces). In view of Eqs. (10)- (12), the velocity of the contact frame can be expressed as
where υ o i is the velocity of the object computed on the basis of the kinematics of finger i, G ξ i (ξ i ) and J ξ i (ξ i ) are (6 × 6) and (6 × 2) full rank matrices, respectively, having the following expressions:
Now consider the contact kinematics from the fingers' point of view. The contact can be modelled as a passive 3-DOF ball and socket kinematic pair centered at the origin o k i of k i . This point is in general fixed to the elastic pad of the finger, but it may also move on the surface if sliding is allowed. Therefore, the relative orientation of c i with respect to
, can be computed in terms of a suitable parametrization of the ball and socked joint, e.g., Euler angles or angle-axis representations. If the parametrization in terms of XY Z Euler angles is adopted, a vector
. In detail, θ 1 i and θ 2 i parametrize the so-called "swing" motion aligning axis Z of a moving frame to axis Z of the contact frame, while θ 3 i corresponds to the "twist" motion about axis Z of the contact frame. Singularities occur for θ 2 i = ±π/2, but they do not correspond to physical kinematic singularities of the kinematic pair.
Note that in the presence of a contact force tip elasticity allows mutual translation of k i and f i according to Eq. (8), while the mutual orientation does not change. Therefore, R
. Moreover, the angular velocity of c i relative to f i can be expressed as ω
where H is a transformation matrix depending on the chosen parametrization. 38 In view of the decomposition
and Eq. (3), the angular velocity of c i can be computed as a function of joint and contact variables, i.e.,
where J O i is defined in Eq. (3). Moreover, since the origins of c i and k i coincide, the following equality holds
while the time derivative of (16) yieldṡ
where J P i is defined in (3). By considering (15) and (17), the velocity of the contact frame can be expressed as
where J F i is defined in (4), J θ i is a (6 × 3) full column rank matrix
J l i is a (6 × 1) vector
J ξ i is a (6 × 2) full column rank matrix
O 3×2 is the (3 × 2) null matrix, and G
is the (6 × 6) matrix
Therefore, from (13) and (18), the contact kinematics of finger i has the form
T is the vector of contact variables,
] is a (6 × 5) full rank matrix, and
Hence, to summarize, in case of a motionless torso, convex object surface and sharp fingertips covered by an elastic pad, Eq. (23) can be interpreted as the differential kinematic equation of an "extended" finger corresponding to the kinematic chain, including the arm, the finger joint variables (active joints), and the contact variables (passive joints). It is worth noting that (23) involves all the six components of the velocity, while grasp constraints adopted in the literature usually consider only those transmitted by the contact. 25, 26 Depending on the considered contact type, some of the parameters ξ i and θ i are constant. Hence, by assuming that such contact types remain unchanged during the task, the variable parameters at each contact point are grouped in a (n c i × 1) vector, η i , of contact variables, with n c i ≤ 5.
Different form the classical grasp analysis, in this work the elasticity of the elastic pad has been explicitly modelled, although using a simplified model. This means that the force along the normal to the contact surface is always of elastic type. The quantity l i , at steady state, is related to the contact normal force f n i by the equation l i = f n i /k i , where k i is the elastic constant of the elastic pad of finger i.
Kinematic analysis of the grasp
Object manipulation is, in general, a difficult task, since the number of control variables (the active joints) is lower than the number of configuration variables (active and passive joints). However, by considering only the kinematics of the system, it is possible to simplify the analysis. As will be detailed in Section 3.2, a force control strategy is adopted to ensure the desired constant contact force f d i along the direction normal to the contact point; hence, l i = l d i = f d i /k i can be assumed to be fixed ( l i = 0) and Eq. (23) can be rewritten as
On the basis of (24), it is possible to achieve a kinematic classification of the grasp. 33 A grasp is said to be redundant if the null space of the matrix [ J F i J η i ] is non-empty for at least one finger i. In this case, the mapping between the joint variables of the "extended" finger i and the object velocity is many to one: motion of active and passive joints of the extended finger is possible when the object is locked. Note that a single finger could be redundant if the null space of J i is non-empty, i.e., in the case of a redundant arm-finger kinematic chain. In this last case, motion of the active joints is possible when both the passive joints and the object are locked. On the other hand, for the type of contacts considered here (point contact), the null space of J η i is always empty: this implies that motion of the passive joints is not possible when the active joints and the object are locked. In typical situations, the fingers of the robotic hand are not redundant, but the extended fingers (even not considering the joints of the arm) may be redundant, thanks to the presence of additional DOFs provided by the passive joints. A grasp is indeterminate if the intersection of null spaces of
, for all i = 1, . . . , N, is non-null. In this case, motion of the object and passive joints is possible when the active joints of all the fingers are locked. The kinematic indetermination is derived from the fact that the object motion cannot be completely controlled by finger motions, but it depends on the dynamics of the whole (hands plus object) system. 26 An example of indeterminate grasp is that of a box grasped by two hard-finger opposite contacts: in this case the box may rotate about the axis connecting the two contact points while the fingers are locked.
It is worth noting that, also in the case of redundant and indeterminate grasps, the values of the contact variables are uniquely determined for a given object pose and fingers' configuration.
Control Scheme with Redundancy Resolution
In the case of kinematically not indeterminate and, possibly, redundant grasp, the following two-stage control architecture is proposed (Fig. 3): r The first stage is a motion planner, given by a closed-loop inverse kinematic algorithm with redundancy resolution; the algorithm computes joint references for the active joints corresponding to the desired object's motion -assigned in terms of the homogeneous transformation matrix T o d and the corresponding twist velocity vector υ o d -and the desired contact normal force
T for the fingers. r The second stage is a parallel control scheme, composed by a proportional-derivative (PD) position controller and a proportional-integral (PI) tip force controller; the controller ensures tracking of the desired joint motion references computed in the first stage and the desired contact forces.
In ideal conditions, the joint references computed by the inverse kinematic stage ensure the tracking of the desired object motion. Tracking of the desired contact forces is guaranteed by force control, assuming that force sensors at the fingertips are available. In principle, the joint references of the overall manipulation system could be involved; however, it is reasonable to design a force controller acting only on the joints of the fingers.
Motion planner
Starting from (24) , it is useful to write differential kinematic equations of the whole (right or left) arm-hand system as
, J is the Jacobian of the arm-hand system defined in (6),
T , and
T . For the sake of clarity, a minimal representation has been adopted for the parametrization of both object and finger orientation. Hence, by considering an Euler angles' representation, from (25) the following closed-loop inverse kinematic algorithm can be derived:
where the symbol † denotes a weighted right pseudo-inverse, K o is a diagonal and positive definite matrix gain, N o = I − J † J is a projector onto the null space of the Jacobian matrix J, and Since the system may be highly redundant, multiple tasks could be fulfilled, provided that they are suitably arranged in a priority order. Consider m secondary tasks, each expressed by a task function σ t h ( q) (h = 1, . . . , m) . According to the augmented projection method, 1 the null projection can be better detailed aṡ
where J t h is the hth task Jacobian, and J
A t h
is the augmented Jacobian given by
N( J
) is a null projector of the matrix J
A t h
, K t h is a positive definite gain matrix, and e t h = σ t hd − σ t h is the task error, being σ t hd the desired value of the hth task variable.
The augmented projection method can be also adopted to fulfill mechanical or environmental constraints, such as joint limits and obstacle (i.e., other fingers or the grasped object) avoidance. To this aim, each constraint can be described by means of a cost function, C( q), which increases when the manipulator is close to violate the constraint. In order to minimize the cost function, the manipulator could be moved according to −∇ T q C( q) that could be considered as a fictitious force moving the manipulator away from configurations violating the constraints. In order to include the constraints in (28) , an overall cost function C , given by
is introduced, where γ s and C s are positive weight and cost function, respectively, referred to the sth constraint. Therefore, the following term can be added to (28) ,
where k ∇ is a positive gain.
If the system is close to violate a constraint, a high-level supervisor has to remove some secondary tasks and relax enough DOFs to fulfill the constraints. 21 To manage in a correct way removal/insertion of tasks from/into the stack (task sequencing), a task supervisor, based on a two-layer architecture, can be designed: the lower layer determines which and when some tasks must be removed from the stack; then the upper layer verifies if the previously removed tasks can be pushed back into the stack.
Removal and insertion of the tasks.
The first layer verifies if the planned trajectory will cause a constraint violation at the next time step. Hence, a task must be removed from the stack when the predicted value of the overall cost function at the next time step is above a suitably defined threshold, C. Let T be the sampling time and κT be the actual time (where κ is an integer), the configuration at the time instant (κ + 1)T can be estimated as follows:
Hence, a task must be removed from the stack if
Once it has been ascertained that a task must be removed from the stack, the problem is to detect which task has to be removed. To this purpose, different criteria have been proposed in ref. [21] , with the aim of verifying the conflict between the constraints and each task. In detail, in ref. [21] two criteria are presented: The first one compares the velocities induced by a subtask and by the gradient of C ; the second criterion considers the projection of the gradient onto the null space of Jacobian task. In this paper, a new criterion is presented. Given two generic tasks, whose Jacobians are J t x and J t y , respectively, they are defined as annihilating 1 if
where O is the null matrix of suitable dimensions. The annihilation condition can be considered as a compatibility condition between the tasks, since it is equivalent to the orthogonality condition between the subspaces spanned by J T t x and J
T t y
. Therefore, in order to select the secondary task less compatible with the constraints, the following compatibility metric can be introduced:
The more M t h is close to zero, the more the hth task is compatible with the constraints; hence, the task having the maximum value of M t h is removed. The tasks removed by the first layer must be reinserted into the stack as soon as possible, provided that the reinsertion does not cause constraint violation. To this aim, a prediction of the evolution of C at the next time step is evaluated by considering the effect of each task currently out of the stack, i.e.,
Therefore, let C < C be a suitably chosen threshold, a task is pushed back into the stack if
Smooth transition.
Task sequencing might cause discontinuities in the planned joint velocities due to the change of active tasks in the stack. 21, 39 In order to achieve a smooth behavior of the motion planner output, for each task a variable gain, ρ t h , is defined as ρ t h (t) = 1 − e −μ(t−τ ) if the hth task is in the stack,
if the hth task is out of the stack,
where τ and τ are the time instant in which the task is inserted into the stack and the time instant in which it is removed, respectively, and 1/μ is a time constant. These gains guarantee the continuity of the planned joint velocity,˙ q d , during the insertion and removal of the tasks. To sum, the planned joint reference vector for the controller is computed viȧ
Parallel force/pose control
Since the motion planner provides joint references (i.e., q d andq d ) of the overall dual-arm/hand system, any kind of joint motion control can be adopted for the arms, while joint torques for the ith finger are computed according to the following parallel force/pose control law in the operational space,
where g i (q i ) is the vector of the generalized gravity force acting on finger i, x i denotes the pose error of finger i between the desired value x i d , corresponding to q d i , and the current one, x i , with respect to the palm frame rh (or lh ), K P and K D are gain matrices, k F and k I are positive scalar gains, and
T , being f n i the projection of the force error along the normal to the object surface,n i , at the contact point i. The control law (40) allows to track the assigned contact forces which are, in turn, imposed to avoid contact breaks or excessive stresses on the manipulated object, even in the presence of uncertainties.
Stability analysis.
In order to prove stability of the system under the control law (40) the dynamic model in the operational space 38 of the ith finger should be considered
where M i is the (6 × 6) inertia matrix of the ith finger, C i is the (6 × 6) matrix collecting the centrifugal and Coriolis terms, f i is the (6 × 1) vector of generalized contact forces (acting at the fingertip), u i is the (6 × 1) vector of driving generalized forces, through which the control torques can be obtained via
Hereafter the subscript i will be dropped for notation compactness. The following properties hold:
15, 37, 38
1. M is symmetric and positive definite; therefore, if λ m (·) (λ M (·)) denotes the minimum (maximum) eigenvalue, it is
where λ M (M) < ∞ if all joints are revolute. 2. There always exists a choice of C such thaṫ
moreover, C can be upper-bounded as followsẋ
with k c > 0. Assumption 3. The force along the normal to the contact surface is assumed of elastic type, i.e., f n = k ln = f nn .
Assumption 4.
The object has a convex surface. For this kind of object and for quasi-static manipulation the time derivative of the unit vector normal to object surface at contact point (see Appendix A for further details) can be norm-bounded as follows:
where p f = o f i − o jh is the position of f i with respect to the palm frame jh (j = {l, r} for left and right respectively) expressed in base frame coordinates.
By taking into account the elasticity of the normal force (Assumption 3) and by considering the object quasi-static (Assumption 2), the following relationship between the force and position errors can be derived,
T is a (6 × 1) unit vector. By virtue of integral action in Eqs. (40) and (47), system (41) under the control law (40) has a unique equilibrium at
In order to study the stability of the equilibrium, it is convenient to consider a (13 × 1) state vector,
ρ is a positive constant, k is the stiffness of the elastic pad, and s ∞ is the value of s at the equilibrium (the explicit expression of s ∞ is given in Appendix C). The augmented state dynamics is thus given byż
with
where the dependencies of M and C upon x andẋ have been dropped, F = (1 + k f )knn T and 
where P is a symmetric matrix,
positive definite under the following condition
Under condition (56), the function V can be bounded as
where, since P is time varying, λ m = min t≥0 {λ m ( P(t))} and λ M = max t≥0 {λ M ( P(t))}.
Consider the state-space domain defined as D = {z : z < }. It can be recognized that the following inequality holds in the domain D:
Some details about inequality (58) are given in Appendix C. The time derivativeV is given bẏ
whereṖ can be computed, by exploiting Property 2, aṡ
After some algebraic steps, Eq. (59) becomeṡ
By exploiting Assumption 4 and Property 2, the time derivativeV can be upper-bounded as follows,
and rearranged in a suitable quadratic form aṡ
where Q is the (2 × 2) matrix,
On the basis of (63) and (64),V is negative semi-definite in the domain D provided that Q is positive definite, i.e., if the following inequality holds,
Moreover, since V is a non-increasing function along the system trajectories, inequality (57) guarantees that all z(t) trajectories starting in the domain
remain in the domain D, ∀t > 0. Finally, sinceV = 0 only if z 1 = 0 and z 2 = 0, by invoking the La Salle's theorem, 14 it can be recognized that if z(0) ∈ D 0 , z 1 and z 2 asymptotically converge to 0 while z 3 is only bounded.
Since ẋ and x are asymptotically convergent to 0, by recalling (47) it can be seen that f n asymptotically converges to 0 as well.
It is worth noting that, different from Siciliano and Villani, 37 it has been proven that system (41), under the control law (40) , is locally stable even when a non-planar convex surface is considered.
Case Study
Set-up configuration
The proposed scheme has been tested in simulation on the dual-arm/hand manipulation system (Fig. 4) grasping a cardboard box and composed by two identical planar grippers, each composed by two branches and 7-DOF, resulting in a total of N = 4 fingers and 14 active joints. It is assumed that in its initial configuration the system grasps the object with tips 1 and 2 ensuring force closure since the contact normal forces are acting on the same straight line, 26 while tips 3 and 4 are also in contact but in arbitrary way. The main task consists in keeping the object still, thanks to fingers 1 and 2, while tips 3 and 4 move in order to achieve a force closure condition upon the object in a dexterous configuration without violating a certain number of limits and constraints. Then fingers 1 and 2 can leave the object, simulating in this way an hand-to-hand object passing. The force control loop ensures that the planned forces are applied on the object. In this case study, the desired forces for tips 3 and 4 are set close to zero, since they have to slide, but not exactly zero because contact continuity should be ensured during the whole motion. Concerning fingers 1 and 2, higher values have been considered in such a way to hold the object without excessive stresses. 
Dynamic simulation environment
GRASPIT! offers a dynamic engine which allows to deal with contact mechanics in a realistic way, since it is possible to simulate hard finger contacts (as well as point contacts without friction) respecting non-penetration constraint. Frictional forces and non-penetration constraints are expressed via inequalities; thus, a Linear Complementary Problem (LCP) is solved by GRASPIT! at each time step by using Lemke's algorithm. 23 Moreover, a collision detection system acts in such a way to prevent collisions within bodies as well as to identify and mark contact regions.
GRASPIT! also provides C-MEX functions which allow communication with Matlab c : It is possible to assign joint torques (only when the dynamic mode is enabled) to the manipulation system as well as read joint positions and contact forces. Some modifications to the source code have been done to retrieve end-effector pose, choose the reference frame in which contact forces are provided to Matlab c , and include prismatic dynamic joint class.
1
The dual-arm/hand system model has been added to the GRASPIT! robot library; accurate values of mass and geometric parameters have been set on the basis of available datasheets.
The elastic contact, described in Section 2.2, has been modelled by using a rotational joint and a prismatic one, acting like a spring-damper systems, in such a way to ensure the elasticity in the direction of the object surface normal at each contact point.
Secondary tasks and constraints
Different secondary tasks have been considered: The first two, aimed at choosing the optimal contact points, are related to the grasp force-closure condition, the other one is related to a measure of the grasp quality, while the last one is regarding the manipulability of the dual-arm/hand system. On the other hand, two physical constraints have been considered: joint limits and collision avoidance.
Unit frictionless equilibrium.
By moving the contact points on the object surface until the unit frictionless equilibrium is reached, it is possible to guarantee the grasp force-closure condition.
(ε m ) residuals, are zero, 8, 30 
where N = 4 is the number of fingers, andn o i (ξ i ) is the surface normal to the ith contact point, referred to the object frame. It has been shown that, for two or more contact points, unit frictionless equilibrium is a force closure condition for any nonzero friction coefficient. 30, 31 The Jacobian matrix of the unit frictionless force residual is given by
As for the unit frictionless momentum residual the Jacobian can be computed as
It is worth noting that, since the considered object is rectangular and the opposite fingers of each hand are on the opposite sides of the rectangle, the force residual index is always zero during the whole case study, therefore it is not considered in the following.
Grasp quality.
The unit frictionless equilibrium is necessary to achieve the positions of the fingertips on the object surface ensuring that the external wrenches acting on the object can be balanced by the fingers. A subset of these positions might be selected according to a grasp quality index. In general, several indices can be considered: In this case study, the fingers are commanded to reach a symmetric position with respect to the object's center. In detail, the following task function is considered:
where ξ i is a threshold for the task activation and ξ d i is the desired value for the ith finger contact variable, with i = 3, 4. The desired value, σ d s i , is zero. The meaning of (71) 
Manipulability.
In order to keep the manipulation system far from singularities, the manipulability index presented in ref. [38] can be considered for the ith finger,
However, a simplified manipulability index, computationally simpler than (72) but still describing in an effective way the distance from kinematic singularities, is adopted for the considered setup, i.e., 
where s α = sin(q α ).
Hence, the following task function is considered
where w i is a threshold for the task activation and w d i is the desired value for the ith finger manipulability, with i = 1, . . . , 4. The desired value, σ d w i , is zero and a vectorial task function
T is considered. The Jacobian J σ w (q) for the manipulability subtask can be computed as ∂σ w /∂ q.
Joint-limit avoidance.
A physical constraint to the motion of the system is imposed by the mechanical joint limits. The system configuration is considered safe if q j ∈ [q 
where k j and δ are positive constants.
Collision avoidance.
In order to avoid collisions between the fingers, it is imposed that the distance between the fingers be larger than a safety value, d s ; hence, if d ii denotes the distance between the ith and the i th finger, the following cost function can be considered,
where the sum is extended to all the couples of fingers,
and k ii is a positive gain. Since the mechanical limit of the joints is about ±1.74 rad, the following safety thresholds for joint limits avoidance have been set: q j = 1.6 rad, q j = −1.6 rad; moreover, the other parameters in (75) are δ = 2.2 and k j = 2 for j = 1, . . . , 14. As for the collision avoidance, the safety distance d s has been set to 50 × 10 −3 m and the gain k ii is equal to 1 for all couples of fingers. The task has a duration of 4 s. A Runge-Kutta integration method, with time-step of 0.2 ms, has been used to simulate the system.
The trajectories of the active joints computed by the motion planner are the references for the control law (Eq. (40)). The parameters in such equation are chosen as follows:
The desired values for the contact normal forces are 2 N, −2 N, 0.2 N, and −0.2 N for fingers 1, 2, 3, and 4 respectively. The first two contact normal forces are bigger, since the corresponding fingers have to keep the object still while the other two slide along the surface (i.e., small contact normal force values are required) in order to reach a force closure condition.
Motion planner.
The planner performance are summarized in Figs. 5 and 6. In detail, Fig. 5 shows the time history of the norm of the object's pose error computed on the basis of direct kinematics of each finger. It can be noted that the error asymptotically goes to zero for each extended finger. This proves the performance of the planner (Eq. (39)). Figure 6 (a) depicts the time history of the stack status. The main task, with priority 1, is never removed from the stack, while the other tasks, numbered from 2 to 4 in the same order as they have been described above, are removed when some constraints are near to be violated. Note that task 3 is never removed from the stack since, in this case, it never affects the constraints. When the system is in a safe condition with respect to the constraints, the tasks are reinserted in the stack, maintaining their previous priorities. Moreover, it can be noted that the peaks in the time histories of the object's pose error correspond to task insertion and/or removal.
Figures 6(b) and 6(c) show the cost functions related to the joint limits and collision-avoidance constraints respectively. In the first phase, their values increase and for this reason the tasks farthest from the annihilating condition are removed from the stack. When their values become almost zero, the removed tasks are reinserted into the stack. Fig. 7 shows the time history of the norm of the object's pose error. It can be noted that the errors do not converge to zero, but they present a constant offset. This is due to the absence, in the control scheme, of the feedback of the object pose. In fact, sliding of fingers 3 and 4 affects the object's motion, while the off-line planner cannot take into account these disturbances. Figure 8 depicts the time histories of the errors of the normal contact forces with respect to the desired ones. It could be noted that all the errors converge asymptotically to zero. Some peaks occur in correspondence to task removal/insertion from/in the stack. Finally, Fig. 10 shows the initial and final configurations of the system. It can be noted that fingers 3 and 4 move along the object surface until their tips are on the same straight line on the opposite sides of the object so as to ensure both force closure and symmetric position with respect to the object's center.
Conclusion
In this paper the kinematic model of a redundant dual-arm/hand robotic manipulation system has been derived. This model allows to compute the position and orientation of a grasped object from the joint variables of each arm and finger that can be actuated (active joints) as well as from a set of contact variables. A kinematic planner and a parallel position/force controller have been designed to achieve the desired object motion and the desired contact normal forces. The redundancy of the whole system has been managed at the kinematic level in order to fulfill a set of prioritized constraints and secondary tasks. The latter are aimed at ensuring grasp stability and dexterity, without violating physical constraints. To this aim, a prioritized task sequencing algorithm with smooth transitions between tasks has been employed. The controller has been designed to execute motion references provided by the planner and, at the same time, maintain a desired contact force exerted by each finger on the grasped object. Simulation results show that the adopted control scheme ensures successful achievement of the main task without violating any imposed constraint.
The contribution of the paper can be summarized as follows: The work presented in ref. [5] has been extended with all the details and the proofs; the parallel force/position control has been proven to converge even with non-planar surfaces; the framework devoted to the sub-tasks switching has been formalized and a new criterion for tasks' removal has been introduced; and the simulator GraspIt! has been suitably adapted and redistributed.
It can be noted that matrix A n is always a full rank matrix for convex objects bounded by a smooth surface. Moreover, it could be recognized that both L o and L f are norm-bounded, i.e.,
